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1. (a) What is }fiickel rule? Discuss with few
' examples. 2

. (b) Complete the following reactions : lYz+!Yz+2
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2. (a) Draw MO Picture of benzene. lY2

( Corfiinued )

(b/ Complete tl:e following reactions with
mecharrisms : lY2+2Y2
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(c/ Why is phenoxide anion stable? l% L

3. (a] What is Cannizaro reaction? Discuss

with examPle' 2%

Complete the following reactions with
suitable mechanisms i lY2x3
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Write any two methods for preparation of
carborylic acid. 1+1

Complete the following reactions : 1+ 1+2+ 1

cooH
+ SOCIz --------) ?
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What is carbylamine reaction? Discuss
with example.

Arrange the following amines in
decreasing order of basicity. Discuss it'
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(c/ What is keto-enol tautomerism? ly2

(d.) Write any two iynthetic uses of etJryl
acetoacetate. 1

OR

6. {aj Complete the following reacdons with
suitable mecha-nisms : 2+LY2+2

(t) Ethyl acetoacetate * n-e. N1q,Effylt,
Ether -

NHz HNo"+?
H2SOa

@

(b) Wlrat is nitrosamine? 7%

7. (a) Wite short notes on the following : . 2+2

(y' Wittig reaction

/ii.| Mannich reaction

fb, What is pinacol-pinacolone rearrange-
ment? Discuss with example. 3
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&/ What is Hoftnann rearrangement?

9, (a/ Write the preparation method of furan.

[b/ Compare the basicity of pyrrole and
pyridine and justiff it.

(c/ What is tlle hybridization of heteroatom
in pyrrole and thioPhene?
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OR

Complete the following reactions with
suitable mechanisms : 2x3=6

o
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(d) Complete the following with mechanism : 1%

4)*"'**r" t) o r,
\N/ ' 2lu2o
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1O. (4] Comptete the following reactions with
suitable mechanisms : 2Yz+3lz
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SECTION-I

' (Marks:S)
Put a Tick (/) mark against the correct answer in the

' brackets provided for it : lx5=5
- 1. 1-Chloro-2,4-dinitrobenzene heated with ammonia at

high pressure gives

Noz Noz
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2. CH3CHO treated with NaOH in aq. medium gives

(a/ CH3-QH-CH2-Q-H ( )-t-ll
oHd

cH3-cH-cHr-B-" ()

(c) CHa-C-CH2-cHo ( )
lto

(d.) cH3-p, oH ( )

ilo

3. Diethyl malonate is

(a/ anhydride ( )

(b) ketone ( )

(c) ester ( )

(d/ diester ( )
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SECTION-II

( Marks I 15 )

6 sentences each : 3x5=15

1. Discuss the nucleophilic substitution reaction in
F, Cl, Br and iodobenzene compounds and arange
them in order of reactivitY.
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2, What is Clemmensen reduction? Discuss with
mechalism.
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3. How does tautomerism differ with resonance?
Explain it.
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4. What are acetals and ketals? How can you synthesize
acetal?
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Write brief notes on condensed
membered heterorycles.

***
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